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The War of the Fairy Tales 

 

Once upon a time, Cinderella, Snow White, Sleeping Beauty, 

Rapunzel, the Little Red Riding Hood, the Little Mermaid, 

Hansel and Gretel, the three little pigs and the princesses 

wanted to organise a revolt. They named themselves “The 

Revolted”.  

They attacked the stepmothers, the witches and the 

wolves. Then the Baddies asked an ogre for help. They fought 

until midnight. A bit later, the three little pigs catapulted 

themselves into the “evil” kingdom, and they planted a bomb 

that exploded when they left. The Goodies organised a big 

banquet with songs and they danced all night. 

They all lived happily ever after. 

William Waknell and Albane Coleno – 5°D 
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Beauty and the Beast 

       

 

Once upon a time, Beauty and her father lived in a kingdom. 

The father was sick so Beauty wanted to save him. She sent him 

in another kingdom. The father didn’t go back home so Beauty 

wanted to find her father. Beauty heard something in a cave. 

The Beast had imprisoned her father. She went to the cave and 

she found him. But the Beast imprisoned Beauty and freed her 

father. Beauty was the fiancée of Gaston and he was anxious 

of not seeing her. Gaston wanted to find her. He found the 

Beast, killed her and freed Beauty. They got married and they 

lived happily ever after. 

 

 

Shaïma Merhom and Delphine Provost - 5°B 
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Sleeping Cinderella 

 
Once upon a time, there was a beautiful girl: her name was 

Cinderella. Unfortunately, she had a bad stepmother and 

stepsisters. One day, an invitation for the royal ball arrived. The 

stepsisters were very excited but they forbade Cinderella to go at 

the ball. The stepsisters and stepmother left to the castle. 

Cinderella cried and suddenly the bad fairy godmother appeared 

and shouted “You fall asleep now!” And she pricked her finger. The 

prince didn’t go to the ball and he walked along the kingdom. 

Suddenly he saw Cinderella through a window and fell immediately 

in love. He opened the door, sat on her bed and whispered “She is 

pretty” and kissed her. Cinderella woke up. “Will you marry me?” 

asked the prince. Cinderella said “yes” and they lived happily ever 

after. 

Marguerite De La Lubie and Manon Hue – 5°D 
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The Adventures of the Dragon 
 

 

 

 

Once upon a time, a dragon lived in a cave and kept his egg 

there. One day, a knight stole the egg to show it to the king. The 

egg hatched. Then the baby dragon left the castle. The dragon 

died and the baby dragon went in the cave. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Valentin Coustenoble and Matéo Sanchez – 5°B 
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The Beauty and the Kangaroo 

       

 

Once upon a time, a beautiful and nice girl lived in Australia. 

Her name was Beauty. She was in love with Charles. One night, 

Charles walked in the forest. He saw a little wolf and stroked 

him: the magic wolf cast a spell on Charles and he became a 

kangaroo. When Beauty went back her home, she stroked the 

kangaroo and became mean.  

Two years later, Beauty forgot the kangaroo and went back 

in the forest. She wanted to kill him. They went to a pool for a 

fight. The water took off the magic and they became nice again.  

They lived happily ever after. 

 

Marine Bujoli and Charlotte Weill – 5°D 
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The Three Little Turtles 
 

 
 
 

Once upon a time, three little turtles lived on a cloud. They 

built different houses: the first an obsidian house, the second 

a snow house and the third a candy floss house. One night, a 

unicorn arrived on the cloud and she wanted to destroy the 

houses. She came to the obsidian house and she broke it, so 

the turtle ran to the snow house. The unicorn also destroyed 

the snow house and the two turtles escaped to the candy floss 

house. The three turtles dug a hole, the unicorn fell into it, so 

she landed on Earth. Later, the two little turtles built their own 

houses in candy floss and they lived happily ever after. 

 

 
 

Hugo Rolland and Kevin Saunier – 5°B 
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The Cow and the Sheep 

 

 

Once upon a time, a cow lived on a mountain. One day, a 

sheep came and the cow fell immediately in love. However, the 

fox wanted to eat him thus the cow was very angry. The cow 

went to save the sheep but a wall of flies blocked her.  

 She said: “If you fight the fox, I give you three big poops.” 

They accepted and the fox ran away. The cow ran towards the 

sheep. She asked: “Will you marry me?”. The sheep answered: 

“No but we are just friends.”. 

Finally, the flies ran out of poops and nobody ever saw the fox 

again. A few years later, the sheep fell in love with the cow but 

she didn’t love him anymore. 

 

Paulin Orer-Payen and Enzo Bosne - 5°D 
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The Three Little Steves 
 

        

 
 

Once upon a time, three little Steves lived in a desert. The 

first lived in a dirt house, the second in a wooden house and 

the third in an obsidian house. One day, Dark Bob l’éponge 

destroyed the dirt house and the Blaze put the fire on the 

wooden house but Dark Bob l’éponge didn’t manage to destroy 

the obsidian house. A princess had a bow. Suddenly, she killed 

Dark Bob l’éponge and the Blaze. The Steves left to the obsidian 

house and the princess killed the three Steves. 

 
 

 

Bastien Semhoun and Killian Daboval – 5°B 
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The Three Little Ghosts 
 

 

 

Once upon a time, the three little ghosts lived in a cemetery. 

They had different grave houses: the first, a dirt grave, the 

second, a concrete grave and the third, a garlic grave. One day, 

the bad ugly vampire smashed the dirt grave and the first ghost 

escaped to the second house. The vampire came to the second 

grave, he smashed it. The two ghosts escaped to the third grave 

and the vampire arrived at the same time. Then, he burned his 

eyes because he saw a garlic. The vampire returned to his coffin 

and the ghosts were not attacked anymore. 

 

 

 

Quentin Charbonnel and Theo Lutrat – 5°D 
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A Gingerbread Man 
 

 

 
 

Once upon a time, a princess named Louise lived in a tower. 

Unfortunately, she didn't have hair, so the witch arrived and 

gave her Bolognese spaghetti. Louise ate the spaghettis to have 

hair. After a long time, she became a Gingerbread man. 

Fortunately she had hair but… in spaghettis. Robert arrived on 

time, but Robert was allergic of spaghettis. He saw that he 

could not save her because she was in the tower so she sent 

him her spaghetti hair but Robert couldn't climb the tower. He 

went away and let her die. 

 
 
 

Cassandra Domingues and Flavie Nogueira - 5°B 
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The Bad Little Mermaid 
 

 

 

Once upon a time, a bad little mermaid, under the ocean, 

fell in love with the prince.  

The princess was evil and the prince hated her. A nice fairy gave 

a potion to the princess to be nice. Finally, she became kind. 

The prince and the mermaid fell in love. They lived happily ever 

after. 

 

 
 
 
 

 

Maeva Benoist and Lena Pereira - 5°D 
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Rapunzel 

    

 

 

Once upon a time, an ugly princess, Rapunzel, lived in a big 

castle in the countryside with her uncle and aunt because her 

mother was imprisoned. One day Jack (a robber) stole 

Rapunzel’s necklace… He was imprisoned and Rapunzel took 

the necklace. Rapunzel fell in love with Jack so she saved her 

mum and she was beautiful. The two necklaces tied together 

and they disappeared in the forest. Rapunzel get married with 

Jack and they lived happily ever after.  

 

 
 
 

 

Lisa Flandin and Marina Fraces - 5°B 
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The Old Chloe 
 

  

 

Once upon a time, a girl, named Chloe, lived with a beaver 

in a dam. She was bold and old (70 years old). One day, a bear 

imprisoned Chloe and the beaver around a swamp, so Chloe 

ate the bear. Chloe took her hairs and stuck then on her head. 

Finally, Chloe and the beaver lived happily ever after with lots 

of hairs!! 

 

 

 

 
 
 

  

Célian Le Guillous and Anna Monfray – 5°D 
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The Mean Pickpockets 

                  

 

Once upon a time, a little girl lived in the forest. One day, the 

little girl took a basket of bills to her grandmother but her 

grandmother lived in Paris. On the road, the pickpockets stole 

the address of the grandmother. The mean pickpockets arrived 

at the house of the grandmother and they tied her hands. They 

wore the clothes of the grandmother. The little girl arrived at 

the house and gave the basket of bills to the pickpockets. The 

grandmother untied her hands and sent a message to the 

police. The police arrested the pickpockets. The grandmother 

bought a big house and she lived happily ever after.    

 
 

 

Eliott Drouet and Mathieu Busato – 5°B 
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Lovecraft    

 

  

 

Once upon a time, two boys, Matteo and Glenn, went to the 

Lovecraft High School. One day, Matteo met a nice girl ghost 

and a two-headed rat, Mouss and Tic. During their first class, 

they heard that their teacher Tillingast was a monster. Later, 

Tillingast imprisoned Matteo and Glenn in the classroom. They 

asked for help the ghost Karima, Mouss and Tic. Suddenly, they 

appeared. Matteo, Gleen, Karima, Mouss and Tic trapped 

Tillingast and they imprisoned him. They lived happily ever 

after. 

 

 

Robinson Ozenne and Eymeric Dumont – 5°D 
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Rapunzel 

 
 

 
 
 

 

Once upon a time, there was a beautiful princess, her name 

was Rapunzel and she lived in a big flower. The mean princess 

was jealous of Rapunzel because she didn’t have very long hair. 

One day, Rapunzel was imprisoned in a big bubble in the sea. 

The magic unicorn saw her friend Rapunzel and she said « oh 

no Rapunzel! » She tore the bubble with her horn and they lived 

happily ever after. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Célia Kessas and Ambrelys Couderc-Vanhove – 5°B 
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Once Upon a Time 

    

Once upon a time, Drizella, Anastasia, Cinderella and Lady 

Tremaine lived in a manor. Cinderella mistreated her 

stepsisters and her stepmother. One day, a king organised a 

ball. The fairy godmother changed a pumpkin into a carriage 

and created a beautiful dress for Cinderella. But Cinderella 

arrived in front of the castle, the carriage became a pumpkin 

again and the dress became rags again. Drizella, Anastasia and 

Lady Tremaine arrived at the ball. The three girls danced with 

the princes and the king. They lived happily ever after and we 

never saw Cinderella and her fairy godmother again. 

 

Maëlle Moreau and Ines Boudjedir – 5°B 
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The Three Big Riches 
 

 
 

 

Once upon a time, three big riches lived next to New York. 

They had different villas: the first, a money villa; the second, a 

check villa and the third, a gold bar villa. One day, Cécé the 

monkey farted on the money and the check villa so the two 

riches escaped to the gold bar villa. Suddenly, the monkey’s 

mother took the ear of Cécé the monkey and went back to the 

woods. Finally, the three riches lived in the gold bar villa and 

they became more rich.   

 

 
 
 
 

Gabriel Morillon and Giovan Simon – 5°D 
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The Fire Queen 
 

   
 

Once upon a time, the fire queen and the snow queen were 

sisters. The fire queen was very very nice but her sister, the 

snow, was very evil. They had different castles. One day, the 

snow queen, who was jealous of her sister, froze her castle. The 

fire queen was disappointed.   

Three years later, the fire queen forgave the snow queen! 

They decided to build a new big castle and lived together! And 

happily ever after! 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

Alicia Carvalho and Léane Roussey – 5°B 
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Question 
 
 

  
 
 

 

Once upon a time, a witch was called Question. She was 

born in the street and she had long brown hair.  

One day, she was the prisoner of the princes. A wizard 

came and he helped the witch who was in prison.  

Then, they fell in love. Finally, they got married and lived 

happily ever after. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Lili-Rose Ferreira and Hélia Gilard – 5°D 
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The Three Little Sayens 
 

 
 

Once upon a time, three little sayens lived in three different 

planets. Prince Vegeta lived on Planet Vegeta, Piccolo lived on 

Planet Namek and Sangoten lived on Earth. One day, Beerus 

arrived on Planet Vegeta. Beerus said “Vegeta, leave your 

planet!!!” Vegeta answered “No!!!” 

Beerus destroyed Planet Vegeta and Vegeta went far away. 

Vegeta arrived on the Earth and Trunk too. Beerus arrived on 

Earth. The three little sayens destroyed Beerus with a 

Kamehameha. They lived happily ever after. 

 
 
 

 
 

Adrien Roquessalane and Irving Koch – 5°B 
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Three Little Mice 

    

Once upon a time, three little mice built different houses: a 

diamond house, a wooden house and a chocolate house. 

Suddenly, a bull destroyed the chocolate house. The mouse ran 

to the wooden house when suddenly the bull destroyed the 

wooden house and broken his horns and shouted 

“muuuuuuum” !  

The three little mice left to the diamond house and lived 

happily ever after. 

 

 

Amine Zekri, Mathias Dubost and Elodie Lecourtois – 5°B 
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Sleeping Ugly 
  

 

   

Once upon a time, a cat and a duck had a baby squid. One 

day, the insects cast good spells but, a mean insect cast a bad 

one : “you will sleep for eleven years”. Later, the squid pricked her 

finger at the castle and fell asleep. Another squid kissed the 

sleeping squid, she woke up and they fell in love. They lived 

happily after for a day. 

 

 

 

 

Nadir Merhom and Louis d’Anglade – 5°D 
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Little Green Riding Hood 

    

 

Once upon a time, Little Green Riding Hood lived with her 

father in a house in the forest. The father gave her a stew for 

her mother. At nightfall, Little Green Riding Hood left the house. 

On the way she fell on the werewolf. Suddenly he opened his 

mouth with his sharp teeth. A hunter was there and he 

surprised the werewolf: he shot three times .The werewolf was 

hurt and he ran away. The hunter went with Little Green Riding 

Hood at her mother's. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Jocelyn Lemarchand and Lucas Terendij – 5°B 
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